
Self-Mastery Map

What is the 6-month domino intention? Make it tangible and give it a number. 

Your simple scientific plan for authentic exponential
growth, success and fulfilment

What are the sub-intentions? Summarise your future character in 1 word. 

What are 3-5 dominant emotional states that represent the fulfilment of this desire? 

What are 3 beliefs that represent these emotional states? Why? How will you embody
this belief?

What are 12 micro-habits that will help you create these emotional states?



Self-Mastery Map

Where are you right now in relation to this intention? Give it a number. Why? 

Your simple scientific plan for authentic exponential
growth, success and fulfilment

What are your current emotional states in relation to this intention? Why?

What is your core repetitive challenge in relation to this intention? For how long?
Why? What is the impact? 

What is the core question that blocks you from this intention? What evidence do you
have for that belief? Are you willing to let go of that?

What are the subconscious actions (negative habits) that relate to that belief? 


	Paragraph-PLDUDqo6oZ: The entrepreneurs we work with typically pick a revenue/month intention. 
The idea is to create a state of being that reflects this intention...
	Paragraph-BXhXs2KJ-R: Clearly describe exactly what you would like, do not worry about the how or when. 
	Paragraph-S77spraAiv: Choose from: love, gratitude, inspiration, authenticity, freedom, joy, confidence, peace.
	Paragraph-W_hAE_SCGM: Eg - My freedom is created through self-discipline. 
	Paragraph-BqxvZbi9FX: Do not overthink these. Create habits that relate to the embodiment of your new character. 
	Paragraph-GRtmFpjZZD: Be radically and lovingly honest with yourself here...
	Paragraph-lWvjINZ6rH: Choose from: stressed, busy, tired, insecure, guilty, ashamed, fearful, worried, weak, frustrated
worthless, insignificant, overwhelmed, ashamed
	Paragraph-DNcpDP0MXz: Choose from: 1) Lack of self-belief (doubt, confidence, overthinking) 
2) Negative people (conflict, boundaries, people pleaser)
3) Lack of energy/time (procrastination, focus, unbalanced)








	Paragraph-WHwA5iTscP: Choose from: Am I good enough? Do I belong/am I loveable? Am I safe? 
	Paragraph-AtMn7H0AnY: Be radically honest what are the actions that are not in alignment with your future character


